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Colombia
Ensuring the Fundamental Rights of Faith Adherents

Every strata of Colombian society has been affected by
its longstanding internal conflict, which lasted for more
than 50 years.
The signing of the peace agreement in 2016 between
the Colombian Government and the FARC-EP, the
main guerrilla group in the country, marked the formal
end of the armed conflict. The security context in the
territory, however, continues to hinder individuals’
fundamental rights through attacks on the civilian
population by illegal armed groups and criminal
organizations.1 Areas once controlled by the FARCEP are now affected by other illegal armed groups
and criminal organizations, resulting in human rights
violations, including violations of freedom of religion

or belief for the Colombian population.2 Reports of
increased violence associated with criminal groups
after the signing of the peace agreement show that
the Government has not ensured security and the
rule of law in all areas abandoned by the FARC-EP,
and that there is still a long way to go to guarantee a
dignified life to all Colombians, including faith adherents.
Furthermore, the slowdown of the peace process
and disappointment of former FARC-EP combatants
threatens the stability and peace in the country. For
example, on the 29 August 2019, in a 32-minute
video former leaders of the FARC-EP, along with other
dissidents, called for a return to arms because the peace
agreement had been “betrayed” by the Colombian
Government—resuming the conflict is still a possibility.3
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Killings and harassment of faith
leaders and faith adherents
The Colombian Government recognizes the need for
protection for Faith leaders, as articulated in its “Action
Plan for the Protection of Social and Community Leaders,
Human Rights Defenders and Journalists”, where Faith
leaders are listed as Human Rights Defenders (HRDs).4
On numerous occasions, the International Community
has raised the ongoing killings and serious security
threats to HRDs as a serious issue to be addressed by
the Colombian Government.5 The killings of faith leaders
and other HRDs continue, and in certain areas have
increased, despite the signing of the peace process,
with an extremely and concerning high level of impunity
for the perpetrators.6 Armed groups and criminal
organizations regularly target Faith leaders because of
their willingness to expose themselves and protect the
civilian population from injustice and violence, resulting
in severe human rights violations. Faith leaders tend
to openly oppose criminal activities from illegal armed
groups and criminal organizations, spread values of
non-violence and work to influence young people
from joining the ranks of such groups. Armed groups
and criminal organizations view these actions as a
oppositional; and for these reasons, they regularly
target Faith leaders for their work and the beliefs they

are committed to follow.7 The violations of fundamental
rights to which Faith leaders are regularly and forcibly
subjected damages and undermines their essential role
to foster resilience, prevent violent conflict and sustain
peace through dialogue, and providing leadership in
action within their society.8

Armed groups and criminal organizations
regularly target Faith leaders because of
their willingness to expose themselves and
protect the civilian population from injustice
and violence
Reportedly, Faith leaders have also been forced to
welcome members of illegal armed groups and criminal
organizations into their homes and tell the authorities
that they were family members to protect them from
arrest or from being discovered. Such actions violate
Faith leaders freedom of conscience. Refusal to offer
shelter to members of armed groups can result in
harsh punishments and even death for the Faith leader
and his family.9 These situations force Faith leaders to
choose between protecting their lives and their families
and betraying their faith and beliefs. Such acts impair
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their inherent right to freedom of religion or belief and
freedom of conscience. Moreover, such precarious and
instable security situation could encourage individuals to
abandon their faith and beliefs for fear of repercussions
on them and their loved ones. Faith leaders are role
models for social cohesion and inclusive societies, and
when their freedoms and rights are threatened, their
inability to sustain and nurture their communities will
negatively affect the whole society. Illegal armed groups
and criminal organizations also reportedly target Faith
leaders with extortions because it is well known that
churches receive contributions from their members
through offerings. This makes them an easy and
vulnerable target within their communities, because they
will not respond to threats and extortions with violence.10
For example, members of an illegal armed group shot
and killed Pastor Elfren Martinez Perez in September
2018 after he confronted and opposed members of a
new armed group in Antioquia,11 and Pastor Plinio Rafael
Salcedo was shot multiple times and assassinated in his
home in August 2019.12

Faith leaders are role models for social
cohesion and inclusive societies, and when
their freedoms and rights are threatened,
their inability to sustain and nurture their
communities will negatively affect the
whole society
Converts within indigenous communities
Serious violations to freedom of religion or belief and
other fundamental rights also occur within indigenous
communities in Colombia. Indigenous territories are
recognized as territorial entities according to the
Colombian Constitution and are governed by councils
formed and regulated according to the customs of
their communities. Such councils can adopt legislative
acts, economic policies, budgets, ensure public order
and implement their own justice system.13 However,
according to Article 246 of the Constitution, their
territorial jurisdiction cannot enact anything contrary
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Photo: A teenage boy farming in a children’s centre for children
of pastors and teachers threatened in the civil war.

to the Constitution and the laws of the Republic of
Colombia, where human rights, such as freedom
of religion or belief, are recognized a protected.14
Individuals who convert from the mainstream religious
practices of their indigenous community to another
religion, such as Christianity, face serious consequences
enforced by the community leaders, such as forced
displacement, imprisonment, expulsion from their
homes and communities. In the mainstream indigenous
worldview, one ceases to be indigenous when one
converts to another religion, hence the unfair treatment
and violations to one’s fundamental rights because of
their conversion.15 Conversion to another religion is
seen as a betrayal of the traditions of the community.
Numerous reports give evidence that serious human
rights violations occur within indigenous communities
for individuals who abandon the mainstream indigenous
religious practices: families are reportedly forcibly
displaced because the parents converted to Christianity;
converts are imprisoned.16 Whilst it is essential to
protect indigenous rights, especially for communities
where the existence of their customs and traditions is
threatened, this must never be enforced at the expenses
of individual rights.
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To ensure that freedom of religion or belief and the right to a dignified life
are respected and guaranteed to every Colombian citizen, Open Doors
recommends:
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The International Community should
consider funding research programs
to analyze cases of violations of
one’s freedom of religion or belief in
Colombia and analyze the specific
vulnerability of faith leaders and other
faith adherents in the current stage of
the peace process and how to support
and protect them.

To ensure that the implementation of the
current peace process guarantees the
rule of law and an end to impunity:

	The International Community should support
the Colombian Government to re-establish
state presence and control in territories
liberated by the former FARC-EP, so that
security and the rule of law can be ensured
across the country and all Colombian citizens
can fully enjoy their fundamental rights,
currently hindered by the presence of other
armed groups;
	The Colombian Office of the Attorney General
should prioritize and investigate cases of
killings of HRDs, including Faith leaders, and
prosecute and punish the perpetrators to
pose an end to the killings and impunity;
	The UN Security Council should explicitly
and fully recognize that Faith leaders are
HRDs and should acknowledge the essential
role they play in the Colombian society,
along with the specific vulnerability that
comes from being a figure of prominence in

their communities. Thence, the UN Security
Council should mandate the UN Verification
Mission in Colombia to promote and support
programs aimed at protecting Faith leaders
and their families from the violence of illegal
armed groups and criminal organizations,
and to ensure the inclusion of faith leaders
in peacebuilding and community restoration
programs.
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To stop violations of fundamental rights
of Christians and other faith adherents
from indigenous communities:

	Without prejudicing the rights affirmed
by the ILO Indigenous and Tribal Peoples
Convention No. 169 and the UN Declaration
on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, the
Colombian Government should immediately
take effective measures to ensure that
the autonomous government system of
indigenous communities respects every
human right; in particular, freedom of
religion or belief, of all members of such
communities;
	The International Community should promote
and invest in grassroots level programs
on tolerance and groups identity so that
converts from traditional religions can still
be considered part of their indigenous
communities despite the change of their
faith or belief.

Any questions? Please email advocacy@od.org
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